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Ground Squirrel spotted on game drive

Greetings to all our Motswiri friends!

We are approaching the end of our dry season and hope to receive some much-needed rain very soon. With the
bush being extremely dry with less and less water out there, the lodge waterhole has been getting some
wonderful elephant action, entertaining our guests between the morning and afternoon game drives.

Elephants are very fond of water and enjoy “showering” by spraying water over themselves using their trunks.
They often cover themselves with dust to protect their skin against the warm African sun. an Elephant’’s ears
radiate heat to help keep them cool, which is one of the reasons for the almost constant ear flapping. It is said that
an Elephant’s trunk is the most versatile nose around. It is useful for scratching behind their ears, splashing mud
and finding food.

“Perhaps the most important lesson I learned is that there are no walls between humans and elephants,
except those that we put up ourselves and that until we allow not only elephants, but all living creatures
their place in the sun, we can never be whole ourselves.”
– Lawrence Anthony

We have been privileged to spend quite some time with the South West male leopard, Monnye, after him being
very elusive for a few weeks. Due to the hard work of rangers in the reserve, building a mutual trust relationship
between themselves and the animal, he is very relaxed with vehicles and guests, making for some great
sightings!
He has again been chasing a lady around. Unfortunately, the female that he has been flirting with, is not very
relaxed and does not want us to spend time with her. Monnye has been very active when it comes to hunting. We
have found him numerous times with his prize in a tree. With all of this flirting, love making and walking with the
female, he regularly needs to replace the calories that he has burned.

World Rhino Day are celebrated on 22 September every year.
We thought it would be appropriate to share some more information
about these “chubby unicorns”.

2018 was the first year since 2012 that the number of poached rhinos
for a calendar year has gone below 1000, however two and a half
rhinos are still killed every single day.
There are two remaining species in Southern Africa, which we are
very privileged to have here in Madikwe Game Reserve.
The Black Rhino is critically endangered, with only 5000 individuals
remaining. Numbers of Black Rhino dropped by 96% between 1970
and 1995. Thanks to concerted conservation efforts, their numbers
are now starting to rise again. Even though the Black Rhino are
sometimes described as Cantankerous (bad-tempered,
argumentative and uncooperative), they are truly special creatures.

Black Rhinos are the smaller of the two African species. The most notable difference between White and Black
Rhinos are the “hooked” upper lip of the Black rhino. Black Rhinos are browsers and grazers and their pointed lip
helps them feed on leaves from bushes or trees.
The White Rhino is classified as “near threatened”. There are now around 20 000 of these individuals living
across Africa, with poaching levels still threatening their population. The White Rhino has a wide mouth used for
grazing on grasses. They are also the most social of the Rhino species.
The name Rhinoceros derives from the combination of the Greek words: Rhis and Keros.

White Rhino (wide mouth)

Rhis being the word for face and Keros describes a sharp point, spear, thorn or horn point. Similar to the Greek
word Akis, that describes our African Acasia trees and refers to their thorns. Rhinoceros in the simplest form of
the word translates to “face horn”.

Unlike big cats, Hyena cubs are born with their eyes open.
The 15% protein and 14% fat mix of hyena milk (human milk is around 5%), means the cubs can last a week
between feeds. Females have sole responsibility of rearing the cubs and when they are about 4 weeks old, their
mother will move them to a communal den.
These are one of the most intriguing and misunderstood animals in the bush. Always a pleasure to spend time
with theme extremely socially complex and interesting animals.

This specific den site that we found in the South West has been a staple for us on our afternoon game drives.
These little guys are extremely curious and often comes right up to the vehicle to investigate this strange creature
that is our game viewers.

The cubs are born almost black and as they grow older, they develop their distinctive spots. A baby hyena enters
the world ready to rumble. Born in litters of only 2 or 3 cubs, the baby hyenas are so aggressive that they may
force a weaker sibling to starve by pushing it away from the mother. The hyena cubs will suckle for as long as 12
to 18 months, which is unusually long for carnivores.

At about 5 months old, they will begin to snack on meat from kills near the den. When they are about a year old,
cubs begin to follow their mothers on their hunting and scavenging forays. Until then, they are left behind at the
den with a babysitting adult.

We have been having some lovely weather in the evenings, allowing us to move dinner to the deck under the
beautiful Motswiri trees.

Our chefs have been preparing delicious, interesting meals for our guests, from tasty Halloumi cheese Taco’s for
starter to Deconstructed Smores (a South African favourite).

Halloumi cheese Taco’s

Stuffed Atrichoke

Join us in October to experience all of this yourself!
The Motswiri Team

Deconstructed Smores

